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In Year One (July 2019- June 2020), our goal was to serve 30 families, which we accomplished. Several board
members were trained by Economic Mobility Pathways, which helped us develop our first metric tool. We
created marketing materials to use for potential corporate, non-profit, and community partners, and
completed our first Playbook specific to homelessness. We also spent a lot of time on our Family Liaison
development, which included recruiting, vetting, and training. 
In Year Two (July 2020- June 2021), our goal was to serve 50 families, which we accomplished. We also had four
other main goals: hire two key staff members (completed by March 2021), secure $300,000 in corporate
sponsorships, grants, and individual contributions combined (our final total was almost $40,000 OVER that
goal!), determine leadership roles for our Family Liaison recruitment (we decided to hire staff instead of using
volunteers to accomplish this), and lastly come up with a new, innovative program idea (the idea for the STEPS
program was born in April of 2021). 
As we wrap up Year Three (July 2021- June 2022), I ’m proud to report that we exceeded our goal of serving 70
families this year. Our other major goals in Year Three were to hire a Program Manager (which we did in Year
Two), secure office space (which we are still diligently working on), and implement the new innovative idea
from Year Two (STEPS currently has four participants, including one that received her high school diploma
recently!). Our last goal was to become an expert voice in Charlotte on poverty. Over the years, our staff and I
have participated in numerous radio shows, TV shows, in-person presentations, zoom interviews, Facebook
Live posts, and attended many networking events. We’ve been busy!

Dear Friends, Supporters, and Community Partners,

It’s hard to believe that only three years ago FFC's board and advisory board members sat in a room (in person!) to
create the current strategic plan. Since it was our first strategic plan and we were starting from scratch, it took
many, many meetings over multiple weekends. I ’m very proud of the final result and I think our strong current
strategic plan made creating our new one a bit easier since we already had a framework to go by. We still had
many meetings (over Zoom this time) and it was a lot of hard work, but our board and staff agreed on what our
vision, mission, and future goals for the organization should be. I ’m just as proud of this document.
 
We tweaked our Vision Statement and Mission Statement as well as our Core Values a bit. We included the word
“empower” in both our Vision Statement as well as one of our Core Values. We believe that it ’s important to
empower our families to improve their lives versus giving them handouts to fix the short-term problems. We also
strongly believe in the power of the relationships that form between Family Liaisons and their Family Partners and
the lasting result of those bonds. Because of this belief, we added “foster long-time relationships” to our Mission
Statement. Lastly, we added “Respect” to our Core Values to acknowledge how we honor each family’s ability to
make long-term change. 
 
When I review our current strategic plan that started in July of 2019, I ’m impressed with everything we
accomplished, including achieving a few goals ahead of schedule! 
 

 
I would like to include a huge thank you to Social Venture Partners’ Spark Team who walked us through this
process and helped guide us to our final result. I think we have lofty but achievable goals, and I can’t wait to see
what we will accomplish in the next three years!

Telitha Hight
Telitha Hight
FFC Board President
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"The insight and direction
SVP provided us during the
Strategic Planning process

was incredibly valuable! As a
group of passionate, non-

profit board members, it can
be difficult to synthesize all

of our ideas for Families
Forward Charlotte. But SVP

knew exactly the right
questions to ask that allowed
us to organize and prioritize
our plan for the future. We

are so grateful for their
partnership.”

 
- Andy Krafft, Treasurer

INTRODUCTION
As Families Forward Charlotte's (FFC) initial Strategic Plan
was completed, the Board of Directors committed to 
compiling a robust plan for the upcoming three years.  This
plan will provide a roadmap to guide priority focus and
actions for FFC that are in line with its mission, vision, and
values.  The FFC board tasked a cross-functional group of
board members and staff to develop a Fiscal Year 2023-2025
Strategic Plan that improves upon existing programming
while thoughtfully and intentionally expanding the reach of
the Agency. This plan is to be completed and ready for full
board ratification by June 2022. 

Due to the importance of the Strategic Planning process,
FFC engaged a committed group of volunteers from Social
Venture Partners (SVP), a grantor and partner of FFC.  The
assembled "Spark Team" led FFC through planning over the
course of six months.  This team consisted of Greg Brown,
Cristy Travaglino, Rajan Merchant, and James Dye.  We
remain grateful for their time and dedication to the success
of our Agency.

This process was highly collaborative, pulling upon the
strengths and diverse professional experience of its
members while providing the appropriate time to conduct
an honest and comprehensive assessment of the Agency, its
family services model, and the effectiveness of the delivery
of services.  Agency members evaluated the Mission, Vision,
and Values statements, and a SWOT analysis was performed
as both an internal and external environmental scan to
ensure all forces and strengths are considered.

A sub-committee was chartered to set specific goals and
meaningful metrics to monitor Agency effectiveness and
continue to build tacit knowledge as subject matter experts
on poverty in Mecklenburg County.  The following
information captures the committee’s efforts and final plan
that is to provide a roadmap for the Agency to 2025.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC 
PLANNING PROCESS
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The process adopted by the FFC Board of Directors in collaboration with the FFC
staff in the development of a three-year Strategic Plan for implementation from

Fiscal Years 2023-2025 included five key phases.

Agreement on Strategic Planning Process
Planning Timeline and Session Roadmap
Complete 14 Attributes survey

PLANNING AND
PREWORK

Review 14 Attributes survey results
Level set process expectations 

Audit/Alignment of FFC Vision, Mission
and Values to more accurately convey
our work.

Family Service Model Assessment
Plan to implement key learnings from
the past two years

Set measurable goals
Assign responsible party
Board review and approval

01

14 ATTRIBUTES
REVIEW AND
PREPARATION

02

ASSESS MISSION,
VISION, & VALUES
STATEMENTS

03

SWOT ANALYSIS &
INITIATIVE
IDEATION

04

DRAFT GOALS AND
REFINEMENT05



PLANNING SESSION SUMMARIES
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Planning Phase I 
The SVP Spark Team led a discussion with the FFC Board of Directors and staff
leadership regarding options for the planning process.  Plans were solidified and dates
were selected for each session to take place between January and April 2022.

Planning Phase II
The first phase was used as a kick-off point to gain consensus and alignment on a
strategic plan process. After reviewing the "14 Attributes Of a Thriving Nonprofit"
survey results, the SVP Spark Team laid out a formal set of commitments and
procedures to effectively manage session debates and discussions. 

Planning Phase III 
This phase was focused on the accuracy of FFC's Mission, Vision, and Value
statements.  After reviewing the statements, a decision was made to adjust the
wording for clarity and accuracy.  Committee members reviewed options as
"homework" and convened to approve the new statements at the beginning of Session
IV.

Planning Phase IV
This phase was focused on a rigorous, internal assessment to gain consensus on FFC’s
current effectiveness.  A SWOT analysis exercise was conducted as an environmental
scan of the Agency’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats with the
objective of enabling the committee to thoughtfully move to session V.  A scoring
assessment was developed to measure the committee’s view on what the priorities of
FFC should be moving forward.

Planning Phase V
With the base of information and outcomes from Planning Session IV, the committee
moved to begin the forward-thinking process and the possibilities for FFC in the
future. Further expansion was agreed upon as a logical next step to advance the reach
of FFC against the mission.  Year-by-year progression of targets was developed. Ideas
and possibilities were debated for expanding services, the corresponding
organizational impact by increasing the number of support families, as well as the
organization's capacity needs to allow for enhanced service.



OUR VISION
 

To empower Charlotte area families to overcome intergenerational poverty.
 

OUR MISSION
 

We partner with families experiencing poverty to achieve lasting economic
stability. We provide educational opportunities, offer essential support, and

foster long-term relationships through individualized mentoring.

OVERVIEW OF THE FY 2023-2025 
STRATEGIC PLAN
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A. Vision and Mission Statements 
During the latest strategic planning process, the committee deemed it important to
revisit these statements to ensure relevancy and organizational alignment of new
strategic priorities. The planning committee felt the statements needed updating to
be more accurate, and highly relevant, and to provide appropriate direction and
guidance. Below are the updated statements.

B. Values Statements
We evaluated and updated the principles that guide us for accuracy and clarity.

OUR CORE VALUES
 

COMMUNITY: We connect and empower our community by partnering to
achieve our vision.

 
INTEGRITY: We believe an open and accountable approach is essential to

enhance our relationships with clients and donors.
 

RESPECT: We honor each family with admiration and trust, believing they
have the ability to make long-term changes in their lives.
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C. SWOT Analysis Summary
The strategic planning process included a detailed assessment of the Agency’s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT). The findings and outputs
from this exercise were synthesized into key themes and issues to be addressed
through the development of strategic priorities. Strengths included our innovative
Family Liaison Model, dedicated volunteers, and strong networks. Areas of
opportunity included time and resources, corporate partnerships, outreach programs,
metrics, and organizational design needed to meet the goal of 150 families by 2022. 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

Training of Volunteers
True belief in what we are doing
Process for recruiting families
Volunteer mentors are in it for the right reason
Mentor relationships
Financial position - management of finances
Retention of enthused and engaged family liaisons
Rapport with community partners
Vetting process for recruiting board members
Commitment of staff
Overall framework and plan/goals
SEO and web presence

Lack of unlimited supply of volunteers
Are we measuring the right things
Lack of space
Limited resources in the county
Our age -- still youthful with limited history
Engagement diversity
Corporate engagement - time, space, limitations
Marketing and communications
Number of staff people
Donor base could be strengthened
Young board still trying to figure out how to best
support the organization
The temptation to meet each funder/community
partner's request
Mission creep - is everything being done furthering
our mission?

COVID has increased awareness of economic
mobility issues/affordable housing
Structural adjustments to recruit, selection of
volunteers, increase diversity
Partnering with additional nonprofit organizations
Metrics measurement -- are we measuring the right
things and are we tracking the right things?
Use of "Board buddies"
Potential volunteers -- figure out how to engage
them
Shift focus from crisis management to solving
problems
Ongoing support and engagement with alumni
Opportunity for engagement with former volunteers
Physical space for programming
Kinship
Many opportunities for growth to serve more
families
Marketing/name recognition/brand

County funding is limited
Inflation -- consumer prices
Donor retention has dropped industry-wide
Burnout for everyone
Fear or effects of COVID
Barriers to housing and employment
Loss of key partners
Loss of key staff
Dissatisfaction of participant/volunteer could harm
reputation
Mental health, physical health, domestic violence are
challenges that clients face that FFC isn't equiped to
address
Systemic racism
Systemic policies are not things within FFC's control
Politics/policy that can change a family's situation



Improve metrics collected 
As part of metrics and end-of-year surveys, ask them what was most impactful,
and which areas would you like us to enhance/change to have a larger impact on
them
Do more frequent surveys (three or six months in, instead of waiting for the end
of Year One)

Look for ways to support intergenerational education needs
Potentially provide tutoring for children
Partner with a nonprofit that could support child education
Seek financial education for children

Beef up alumni program - currently stalled
Alumni still have challenges, how can we continue to support and keep them
engaged with the organization?
Need to identify what type of support alumni are interested in receiving 
Help-line for alumni
Provide an on-call person for when a family has urgent needs
Incentivize alumni attendance and potentially provide food
Offer more advanced workshops for alumni to maintain engagement
Introduce a mentoring program where an alumnus would mentor a family

IDEAS TO INCREASE DEPTH
How much impact FFC is having on an individual/family?

1.

2.

3.
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D. Initiative Ideation
After evaluation of the SWOT Analysis, FFC was tasked with new initiative ideation
that would increase the depth and breadth of our mission.  Once ideas were generated
the committee was tasked to determine which of the new initiative ideation concepts
should be added to the new Strategic Plan.  All members ranked initiatives and had
discussions around impact potential, then each idea was assessed from a
"doability/impact" perspective.  



Working with the Latino community

Recruit Spanish speaking Family Liaison volunteers

The education gap is more prominent in the Latino community, so education

would be quite impactful for them

 Increase FFC staff to support volunteers/mentors, caseloads of families, and

fundraising 

With current staffing, can at most support 75 families; need to add additional staff

person if want to beef up STEPS and the Alumni Program

Need more space to handle more families

IDEAS TO INCREASE BREADTH
How many individuals is FFC impacting?

1.

2.

3.
 

F. Goal Refinement
Once initiatives were selected they were prioritized regarding when they should be
implemented over the three-year plan. We established leads, resources needed, and
goals/metrics.  The complete goal plan and key performance indicators (KPIs) can be
found in the following section beginning on page 12.

Year  One- Implement strategic improvements to the current model, research and
plan for the Alumni Program, and create board committees/structure.

Year Two- Implement alumni programming, expand the number of families served by
programming, research expansion to better serve the Latino/Hispanic community,
and create a succession plan for the board.

Year Three- Improve the service of the Latino/Hispanic community through
research-based practices, and expand the number of families served.

11 |  Strategic Plan
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STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES
To organize and focus the FFC
organization on achieving its future
mission, the committee conducted an
exercise to define specific goals to
achieve by 2025. 

These important goals will act as
forward-thinking guideposts the
Agency can use to navigate and
assess progress. A final draft of
Strategic Priorities by year was
reached by the committee. Each
priority was reviewed and assigned
to a functional group based on the
“future” organizational structure. 



Implement strategic refinements to current programming based on learnings from the last two years in order
to improve average participant Bridge exit scores to be at least 18 points of improvement (for two-year

participants) by the end of year three of the Strategic Plan (June 2025). 
 Current average Bridge exit scores show 15 points of improvement. 

 
Year One goal: average Bridge exit scores show 16 points improvement.
Year Two goal: average Bridge exit scores show 17 points improvement.

Year Three goal: average Bridge exit scores show 18 points improvement.
 

Increase # of families served to 75 total throughout program year.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Update intake application/exit
information collected.
Send surveys and solicit feedback
at six month increments
(minimum).
Have surveys available for in-
person events to improve
participation.
Incentivize participation.

Improve collection of metrics:

Have at least 75% participation in
all surveys
Survey participants at 6 months, 1
year, 1.5 years, and end of
program. 

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Establish partnerships to bring
educational opportunities to child

watch at in-person workshops with
the intention of supplementing
learning/growth when on-site. 

Gain at least four partnerships that
can present to children on-site at in-

person workshops at least once a
month.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Secure and open Program Hub.
Have lease in place, create and

implement procedures, establish
Facilities Committee.

Executive Director,
Director of Operations

and Facilities
Committee.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: YEAR ONE
JULY 2022 TO JUNE 2023
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Family Success Program Goals
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Create more “playbooks” that provide
guidance to participants. (ex.

navigating High school diploma/on-
going education, Family Liaison
“things to consider first” guide).

Complete one playbook each
program year.
Update existing playbooks
annually.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Update on-boarding
process/training/service delivery

model.

Update marketing materials for
Family Liaisons and Family
Partners to be more clear in on-
boarding process
Create clear and powerful Family
Liaison recruitment video
Create Family Partner on-
boarding video 
Revamp training to make it more
interactive, more specific to our
program expectations, and more
focused on barriers that may
occur.
Require Anti-racism training for
all potential Family Liaisons.
Increase Family Liaison support by
offering more meet-ups with
specific topic focus (at least twice
a month), more on-going training
opportunities.

Have all of the following changes
implemented by the end of 2022-23

program year:

Executive Director,
Director of

Programming, 
Program Staff

Evaluate profiles of those that have
achieved success in order to identify

consistent themes or indicators of
success.

Identify what level of success we
want to profile.
Plan evaluation process.
Rvaluate at least 5 former and
current participants that meet
defined level of success.

Executive Director,
Director of

Programming
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Alumni Program Goals

Research and prepare to implement a robust Alumni Program by the end of the 2022-23 Program Year in
order to re-engage up to 25 former participants and track progress.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Idea generation (what is possible, what
is budgeted for).

Connect with 3-5 organizations to
find best practices for engaging

alumni.

Executive Director,
Director of

Programming, 
Program Staff

Programming research (presenters for
continuing education, book studies,

incentives).

Research what life-
coaches/mental health
professionals can offer regarding
handling a crisis.
Define budget for program.
Research books/materials that
would bring value to program.
What does “engaged” look like for
alumni.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Survey alumni to get clear
understanding of their needs and

desire/ability to commit to program.

Create survey to gain
understanding of alumni needs. 
Survey at least 30 former
participants in Family Success
Program via phone/email.

Executive Director,
Director of

Programming, 
Program Staff



STEPS Program Goals
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Weekend Food Pack Program Goals

Board of Directors Goals

Increase number of participants in STEPS to 5-6 based on available funds/family needs.

Form and implement board committees and restructure meeting cadence.

Continue providing 120 Weekend Food Packs bi-weekly to Hornets Nest Elementary School and Oakhurst
STEAM Academy during the 2022-23 school year.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Serve 5-6 total individuals that need to
get their high school

diploma/associates degree.

All students attend classes at least
80% of the time.
High school diploma students
progress towards testing
regularly.
Associates degree participants
attend at least 2-3 classes per
semester.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Secure groups to pack, deliver, and
possibly sponsor the packings. 100% completion.

Administrative
Specialist, Director of

Operations

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Create board committees, elect
committee chairs, establish meeting

cadence.

Have committee responsibilities
defined and approved.
Create and approve the annual
meeting schedule.

Board of Directors

Establish Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion goal TBD Board of Directors



Marketing/Communications Goals
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"Strategic Planning was a great time to evaluate our program and identify areas of
opportunity. Having input from various individuals created a cumulative effect of
decision making which ultimately will have a significant impact on the success of

Families Forward Charlotte as an organization. Through Strategic Planning we were
able to align our organization's purpose and vision with the goals we hope to

accomplish working with the families. Now that Strategic Planning is done we have a
better understanding of our organization's core purpose and a stronger sense of

direction to increase program efficiency, to evaluate our true impact, and to serve
more families in the future.”

 
- Tatiyana Laws, Director of Programming

Create engagement plan for donors/volunteers.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Create a marketing/communications
plan and transition social media

responsibility to Admin staff

Have a plan created, complete with
calendar and a plan for gathering
metrics to measure engagement.

Executive Director,
Director of Operations,

Admin Specialist



STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: YEAR TWO
JULY 2023 TO JUNE 2024
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Family Success Program Goals

Program staff keeps a consistent caseload of 75 total families throughout the program year.
 

Research expansion opportunities into the Latino community.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Continue to focus on Year One
initiatives to increase success and

gather metrics.
TBD

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

 
  Expand number of families served.

  

Serve more than 75 families
throughout the course of the year by
maintaining a case load of 75 families.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

More program stability (decrease
Family Partners and Family Liaisons
dropping early) through Year One

strategies.

 Maintain 80% program completion
rate.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Research expansion opportunities and
possible partnerships to better serve
the Latino community (non bi-lingual

community members).

Meet with Latino community
stakeholders and community
members to gauge interest in FFC
program expansion. (What is
already in existence? Is there a
need?)
Plan efforts to recruit bi-lingual
volunteers.

Executive Director,
Director of

Programming
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Alumni Program Goals

STEPS Program Goals

Weekend Food Pack Program Goals

Implement strategy to engage/re-engage Alumni.

Continue serving 5-6 STEPS participants based on available funds/family needs.

Continue providing 120 Weekend Food Packs bi-weekly to Hornets Nest Elementary School and Oakhurst
STEAM Academy during the 2023-24 school year.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Implement program strategies based
on findings in Year One.

Engage at least 25 former participants
in consistent programming (metrics

TBD) and collect metrics on their
continued success.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Serve 5-6 total individuals that need
to get their high school

diploma/associates degree.

All students attend classes at least
80% of the time.
High school diploma students
progress towards testing
regularly.
Offer on-site opportunities for
students to engage/get tutoring
(with child watch provided).
Associates degree participants
attend at least 2-3 classes per
semester.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Secure groups to pack, deliver, and
possibly sponsor the packings. 100% completion.

Administrative
Specialist, Director of

Operations
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Board of Directors Goals

Marketing/Communications Goals

Staffing Goals

Plan for Board of Directors and Staff Succession.

Hire additional Development Staff to support growth.

Increase engagement of donors/volunteers through marketing/communication efforts.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Create a succession plan for board
and staff.

Have written and approved plan for
succession of all officers, committee

chairs, and director level staff.

Board of Directors and
Executive Director

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Use metrics gained in prior year to
plan strategies to increase

engagement.

Set targeted metrics for social media,
website, and newsletters.

Executive Director,
Director of Operations,

Admin Specialist

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Hire a development staff person to
expand individual, grant, faith-based,

and corporate giving
engagement/opportunities.

Hire Development staff in order to
increase the annual budget by 25% or

more.

Executive Director,
Director of Operations



STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: YEAR THREE
JULY 2024 TO JUNE 2025
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Family Success Program Goals

Increase capacity to serve 100 families. 
(maintaining this caseload throughout the year)

 
Implement Latino community expansion if research supports it. If research does not support it we would

seek partnerships to funnel Latino families (that are not bi-lingual) to resources.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Continue focus on Year One
initiatives to increase success and

gather metrics.
TBD

Director of
Programming,
Program Staff

Expand number of families served by
  hiring additional Program staff.

Serve more than 100 families
throughout the course of the year by

maintaining a case load of 100 families.

Director of
Programming

More program stability (decrease
Family Partners and Family Liaisons
dropping early) through Year One

strategies.

Maintain 80% program completion
rate.

Director of
Programming,
Program Staff

Implement expansion to better serve
the Latino community if research

warrants.
TBD

Director of
Programming,
Program Staff
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Alumni Program Goals

STEPS Program Goals

Weekend Food Pack Program Goals

Implement strategy to engage/re-engage Alumni.

Continue serving 5-6 STEPS participants based on available funds/family needs.

Continue providing 120 Weekend Food Packs bi-weekly to Hornets Nest Elementary School and Oakhurst
STEAM Academy during the 2024-25 school year.

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Implement program strategies based
on findings in Year One.

Engage more than 25 former
participants in consistent

programming (metric TBD) and collect
metrics on their continued success.

Director of
Programming, 
Program Staff

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Serve 5-6 total individuals that need
to get their high school

diploma/associates degree.

All students attend classes at
least 80% of the time.
High school diploma students
progress towards testing
regularly.
Offer on-site opportunities for
students to engage/get tutoring
(with child watch provided).
Associates degree participants
attend at least 2-3 classes per
semester.

Director of Programming,
Program Staff

Deliverable KPI Responsible Party

Secure groups to pack, deliver, and
possibly sponsor the packings. 

100% completion. Administrative Specialist,
Director of Operations



STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

THE PDCA LOGIC FOR PLANNING AND REVIEW
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The overall objective of this Strategic Plan is to chart the future course of FFC enabling the
Agency to achieve its mission. This plan is to be used as a roadmap for continuous forward

progression, breathing life into a formal approach for sustained actions derived from the best
thinking and intelligence of its members. Agency leadership is to use this information to steer

and direct the organization to the fulfillment of its mission.
 

In order to ensure efficiency of all planning functions, a structured cadence of formal
performance reviews is proposed. This formal calendared system has a foundation in time

tested continuous improvement methodologies. A simple Plan-Do-Check-Act logic is built into
the Agency planning, reviewing, and action planning.



STRATEGIC PLAN MANAGEMENT 
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THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
HIGH LEVEL VIEW



Families Forward Charlotte is grateful to
Social Venture Partners and their Spark Team
that led us through this process.  From start
to finish, we seamlessly worked together to
plan and execute strategic sessions where all
voices were heard, recognized, and valued. 
 We appreciate their flexibility with Covid-19
in mind, and their superb abilities to
transition to virtual sessions.

Many hours were spent devising this
strategic plan and we remain grateful for our
dedicated Board of Directors and staff
members that participated in planning
sessions.  We are fortunate to have the
opportunity to work together with varied
expertise, to devise a plan that will drive the
success of our partner families and mentors.  

I am confident in the direction we are headed
with this blueprint to guide us.

Sincerely,

Carrie Christian
Executive Director

STAFF
Carrie Christian, Executive Director
Caroline Cox, Director of Operations

Tatiyana Laws, Director of Programming
Becky Cathcart, Administrative Specialist

Daniel Bentley, Program Manager
Paige Milligan, Program Manager

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Telitha Hight, President
Jack Lange, Vice President

Ursula Felder, Secretary
Andy Krafft, Treasurer
Deja Coney, At-Large

Jazmin Hazbun, At-Large
Lucas Fisher, At-Large
Niki Koesel, At-Large

Travluss Mickens, At-Large
Rajan Merchant, At-Large

Stephanie Simpson, At-Large
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info@familiesforwardclt.org | (704) 695-1833 
www.familiesforwardcharlotte.org

Facebook: @familiesforwardcharlotte | Instagram: families_forward_charlotte

LEARN MORE

Special Thanks


